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Abstract
Every maritime asset, every maritime system is producing a wealth of data. The challenge is to unlock that
data, to get it out of its silo and turn it into a productive asset in its own right. But how can openness be
balanced with quality, security and control? The maritime industry is looking to boost their profitability
and explore new business models through digitalization. However, companies are increasingly recognizing
the need to overcome data quality issues and manage the ownership, security, sharing and use of data. To
facilitate friction-less connections between different industry players, domain experts and data scientists,
DNV GL has launched a industry data platform. As an independent technical assurance and classification/
verification company, DNV GL already manages an enormous amounts of asset and industry data on behalf
of many different maritime stakeholders and data owners. By combining our asset data and other data with
your data we can unlock data silos and provide a friction-less, quality assured data market place that releases
the value in data. Owing to their potential for a major transformation and disruption of current businesses,
digitalization and advanced data analytics are among the top priorities for all industries, including shipping.
While shipping has access to a greater volume of data than ever before, it faces challenges assessing its
potential. This is mainly due to data arriving from disparate streams, in dissimilar formats and at varying
speeds and quality. In light of these challenges, companies are increasingly building their strategies around
digitalization opportunities. They are encouraging operation, fleet management and commercial
departments Creating value from data in shipping DNV GL is trying to innovate and explore opportunities
for driving cost efficiencies and new revenue streams through digitalization.

